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ACCESSORIES FOR ROMANE EVO

EVO

EVO

EVO

Elegant Profile. Exclusive Performance.
ALL WITHIN ONE ROOF.



    Aesthetically Superior 
With our wide range of color choices and finishes combined with contemporary tiles  
profile can be utilised to create the desires roofing effect.

    Long Lasting Color 
TBF clay roof tiles are fired at extremely high temperatures ensuring our clay tiles will 
not fade, rust or corrode. Unlike other roofing products, clay tiles are extremely low 
maintenance.  Our finishes will last forever. 

    Exclusive 
TBF Clay roof tiles are the roofing material of choice, when it comes to high-end housing 
and quality. Give your home that exclusive beautiful outlook only with TBF Clay Roof Tiles.

    Cooler Temperature
As clay acts as highly effective thermal insulator

    Quiet Roof
As clay tiles provide natural sound insulation under heavy rainfall

    Double Interlocking & Double Overlapping System
High performance weatherproof design, with advanced Double Interlocking and 
Double Overlapping System. At the same time, its interlocking and nailing systems 

provide strong security to your home.  

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

ROMANE EVO

WHY CHOOSE CLAY MATERIAL?
You can enjoy all the advantages of clay tiles over alternative roofing materials 

UNPARALLALED PRODUCT QUALITY,
BACKED BY A UNIQUE 10 YEARS PRODUCT WARRANTY

A proven Romane profile, installed for more than 20 years in Asia, our innovative 

ROMANE EVO was optimized in Terreal Group Research and Development 

Center for Easy Installation and Perfect Watertightness. 

Decades of uninterrupted success have made the Romane TBF tiles a reliable 

and well tested reference among roof tiles. The best selling ROMANE EVO roof 

tiles once again impress us with its improved proven profile that comes with 

higher performance and more cost benefits. 

Featuring higher installation tolerance, this series requires lesser tiles per square 

metre, thus lowering installation costs. This tiles and its fittings have also been 

designed for easy and economical dry-laying. With its pure lines and powerful 

streamlined curves complemented by a rich colour range, ROMANE EVO 

beautifully complements both modern and traditional buildings. 

ROMANE EVO is a natural thermal mass insulator, keeping the heat outside. The best way to illustrate this is to think of 
clay tiles as energy savers. Cooling is the largest energy consumption in an average house under tropical climate. We can 
reduce the need for artificial cooling by harnessing natural energy and incorporating thermal mass into your sustainable 
design with ROMANE EVO. ROMANE EVO also provide natural sound insulation. 

•  State of the art production facilities, located in Kluang, that was just modernized in 2008 using all latest european   
 equipments to ensure highest quality performance

•  Peace of mind given by our 10 years warranty, based on SS70 Singapore Quality standards, Quality Management System 
 (ISO 9001 : 2008), Malaysia SIRIM certification and SIRIM ECO Label

 Demension ( mm )         Batten Gauge ( mm )       Effective Width ( mm )        Tile per m2          Weight per m2 ( Kg )         Minimum Pitch*

Clay tiles have been around for centuries proving their long lasting and durability attributes. But there are many other 
benefits that have stamped clay tiles as the best roofing material. So many products have come and go after claiming to 
be worthwhile replacements for clay tiles. 

Terreal clay roof tiles are produced using the best quality clay that is natural and environmentally friendly. Manufactured 
with a permanent finish that is fired onto the surface of the clay, Terreal uses fire temperature of 1060°C which is 150% 
to 200% above what is commonly used in the industry. This results in clay tiles that offer superb colour durability which 
prevents the tiles from fading, chalking, curling, flaking and spalling, lasting for decades to come. With a low moisture 
absorption rate that prevents the tiles from aging, vibrant colours are still maintained up to as long as 50 years.

OUR BEST SELLER ROOF TILES BECOME EVEN BETTER
A proven profile with high performance and cost benefits 

282 x 428 368 + 6 220 12 45.6 19º-
* Depending on location and wind speed


